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Question No : 1  

A company is experiencing performance problems on a third-party storage system with a large 

VMwareenvironment. The company plans to migrate to an HP 3PAR StoreServ 7000.  

Which benefit will the company realize from this migration?  

 

A. ability to handle demand spikes  

 

B. automated operating system deployment  

 

C. support for VMware VAAI  

 

D. built-in virtual machine management  

 

Answer: C  

 

 

Question No : 2  

A customer is building a new data center. They want to implement a free cooling strategy in order to 

reduce their Computer Room Air Handling (CRAH) costs, while increasing their rack density.  

Which free cooling methods meet the customer requirements? (Select two.)  

 

A. water-side economization  

 

B. air-side economization  

 

C. cold-aisle containment  

 

D. closed-loop containment  

 

E. hot-aisle containment  

 

Answer: A,B  

 

 

Question No : 3  

During an HP customer assessment workshop, the Alinean report shown in the exhibit is created. Which 

cost saving should you highlight in your presentation when positioning the value of HP 3PAR StoreServ 

Thin Technologies?  
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A. planned downtime  

 

B. unplanned downtime  

 

C. application integration  

 

D. power and cooling  

 

Answer: A  

 

 

Question No : 4  

Which HP 3PAR StoreServ feature improves storage array resiliency?  

 

A. Persistence Ports  

 

B. Virtual Lock  

 

C. Virtual Copy  

 

D. Virtual Domains  

 

Answer: A  

 

 

Question No : 5  

You need to ensure data integrity on physical disks within the proposed HP 3PAR StoreServ Storage 

array.  

Which HP 3PAR StoreServ Storage component calculates the value of the disk T10 Data Integrity 

Feature (DIF)?  

 

A. HP Service Processor  
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B. HP InServ Controllers CPUs  

 

C. Controller Cache Algorithm  

 

D. HP 3PAR Gen4 ASIC  

 

Answer: D  

 

 

Question No : 6  

A leading automotive technology company wants to increase the performance and capacity of the storage 

infrastructure that supports the design and manufacture of its line of Formula 1 racing cars. The company 

is also interested in safe-guarding its mission-critical data and eliminating the threat of business disruption. 

Due to the massive engineering and technical effort required to create a new race car design and to 

enable regular delivery of upgraded parts to the race track while maintaining a competitive edge, it is 

necessary to have advanced applications running on a high-performance IT infrastructure. The company 

operates out of two data centers. The centers support a Plant Lifecycle Management database, an 

Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system, and various trackside systems to set up the race car and aid 

race strategy. In addition, the centers run applications for Computer-Aided Design (CAD) Computer-Aided 

Manufacturing (CAM), and Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) packages.  

The company has deployed Oracle and SQL databases, VMware virtual machines, email, and all other 

applications on an HP 6400 Enterprise virtual Array (EVA). The EVAs automatically replicate between the 

two data centers to guard against failure. The EVAs are aging, applications are more sophisticated, data 

volumes have grown exponentially, and bottlenecks in the storage system are now having a significant 

effect on the performance of the simulation and analysis tools that are vital to the company's competitive 

position. The data storage problem has reached a point where the company is forced to store primary 

data at the secondary site causing the loss of their disaster recovery capability.  

The company's top five IT Improvement goo’s are:  

-Reduce complaints about storage system availability.  

-increase support for sophisticated design and manufacturing applications.  

-Provide a robust replication capability between data centers.  

-increase storage utilization while deploying additional capacity.  

-Simplify operations during peak workloads.  

Moreover, the company's top three business benefit goals are:  

-Ensure rapid data retrieval to aid in quick decision making.  

-Protect mission-critical data and ensure business continuity.  

-Recover costs from existing infrastructure, thus providing increased IT funds for additional projects.  

You are planning to use HP StoreOnce Backup Systems and HP StoreOnce Catalyst to replicate data to 

the primary data center after a Formula 1 race and then to the secondary data center.  

Which information is relevant to size this solution component? (Select two.)  

 

A. which type of application data is used at the Formula 1 race track  
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B. how many users will access the data during the weekend  

 

C. how much data has changed during a race weekend  

 

D. which online storage is used at the race track and data center  

 

E. which hypervisor is used on the servers at the race track  

 

Answer: C,D  

 

 

Question No : 7  

Your customer has an existing HP LeftHand P4500 SAN with four nodes. They have deployed the array to 

feed latency-sensitive high-definition video traffic to their student population around the campus The array 

complies to HP best practices and has a physically dedicated iSCSI network comprising of two 1Gb HP 

ProCurve 2920 Switches. Jumbo frames are enabled.  

The customer asks you to investigate reported performance issues. Which quick-fix solution should you 

suggest before running in-depth performance analysis?  

 

A. Upgrade each switch with two additional 10G SFP+  

 

B. Add more nodes to the cluster to improve the I/O latency  

 

C. Upgrade firmware on HP ProCurve 2920 switches.  

 

D. Disable Jumbo frames in the network switches  

 

Answer: C  

 

 

Question No : 8  

A customer branch office backup and recovery strategy integrates replication using several HP 

StoreOnce D2D4112. in the branch offices and an HP StoreOnce D2D4312 Backup system in the main 

data center. After a presentation of the new HP StoreOnce Backup System and its functionalities the 

customer wants to use HP StoreOnce Catalyst with the HP Data Protector installation in the main data 

center.  

What has to be done to integrate this concept?  

 

A. Update existing hardware with additional RAM and drives for HP Catalyst compatibility.  

 

B. Trade in the branch office systems and propose HP StoreOnce 4210 Backup System.  

 

C. Upgrade the backup system Software in the data center to an HP StoreOnce Catalyst aware version.  
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D. Recommend HP Data Protector StoreOnce replication licenses.  

 

Answer: C  

 

 

Question No : 9  

You need to gather data in order to size a new storage system for a customer that has an existing HP 

StorageWorks Enterprise Virtual Array 5000. The customer wants as much data analyzed as possible 

with the least amount of impact. Additionally, the customer wants to assess the environment during 

month-end closing to gather the data.  

Which tools should you use to accomplish this goal? (Select two.)  

 

A. HP Command View EVA EVAperf  

 

B. NinjaThin  

 

C. HP P6000 Performance Advisor  

 

D. HP Data Center Fabric Manager  

 

E. HP Storage Sizer  

 

Answer: A,B  

 

 

Question No : 10  

Your customer asks you to assist in designing a new cost effective storage solution. The solution will be 

used to store archive data. It must be able to replicate point-in-time copy of data at the primary site to a 

remote site.  

The solution must provide block-level access and support Fibre Channel. There is very little rack space 

available at the primary site.  

Which solution meets the customer requirements?  

 

A. HP Storevirtual  

 

B. HP EVA  

 

C. HP MSA  

 

D. HP 3PAR StoreServ  

 

Answer: C  
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